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Port Macquarie Surf School has reached a very successful benchmark. 40 YEARS IN
BUSINESS! ALTHOUGH THERE HAVE BEEN SOME CHANGES OVER THE YEARS, the
message remains the same - love what you do and you won’t work a day in your life.
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i Pete. This year marks a
huge milestone for Port
Surf School – 40 years
in business – such a
huge accomplishment.
What inspired you to
start Port’s original surf school?
I was always involved in surfing
competitions in my youth and achieved
successful results throughout my career.
Coaching surfers initially commenced when
I was approached by Jim and Maureen
Brabant to coach their son, Marcus, to assist
him with his surfing and contest strategies.
I had known Jim for a long time as he took
me under his wing when
I was a grommet taking
me surfing up and down
Surﬁng Australia
the coast.
developed a
Coaching Marcus
coaching course in 1981
was so rewarding that
and I was one of the
I wanted to help other
ﬁrst to complete the
young local surfers with
course and from then
their surfing. I started
with Saturday lessons
it became a part time
and then as word got
profession until full
around I was coaching
time in 1999 when our
Tuesday and Thursday
sons Wayne and Grant
afternoons (after school)
became involved in the
and had programs
business.
for intermediate and
advanced surfers with
fitness and technique
drills all revolving around having fun. Initially,
I did it for the love of surfing and didn’t
charge for my time.
Surfing Australia developed a coaching
course in 1981 and I was one of the first
to complete the course and from then it
became a part time profession until full time
in 1999 when our sons Wayne and Grant
became involved in the business.
How has surfing instruction and
coaching changed over the years?

Now there are a number of different levels
in coaching and it is also compulsory that
you have to update your coaching credentials
every two years including a certain number
of hours in coaching, current Ocean Safety
qualifications (Surf Rescue Certificate, Bronze
Medallion, Ocean Safety Surf Coach Award
or equivalent), current First Aid qualification,
current CPR qualification, current Working
With Children Check, completion of the Play
by the Rules – Child Protection course and
current state association membership.
What are some standout memories you
hold from those early days and your
time as a surf instructor?
Oh wow – there are a lot of standout
memories. The most memorable would
be coaching our sons and watching them
achieve their goals in surfing, travelling
around the world competing in the WQS
(World Qualifying Series) and then working
alongside them and seeing them coach with
the same passion and love of the sport that
I had.
Another was camping a few years ago and
a lady paddled out, who I hadn’t seen for
years, and we realised that I had coached her
at a young age and there she was out there
surfing with me while her husband was on
shore looking after their children.
In 1999, your sons Wayne and Grant
stepped in as head coaches, and continued
to carry on the family business. It must have
been great to keep the business in the family.
It has been a pleasure to work alongside
both sons. Like all partners we did have some
differences of opinions but you just have to
be flexible with your ideas and let the boys
express their ideas.
Chris and I realised what their best
attributes were as far as the business was
concerned and let them take control of these
elements of the business.
Continued over...
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the school full time and have many years
of experience under your board. Tell us
about your love and passion for the surf
school.
I was drawn to surfing at an early age, it
was probably inevitable with my heritage, but
I loved the freedom and feeling of fun that
riding a wave gives you. It was and still is a
way to express yourself, an artform, yet also a
place where you can socialise with your mates
or surf in solitude. This passion for surfing
took me, with my brother and mum and
dad at times all over Australia and the world
competing in surf comps. While in Europe
competing on the WQS, Dad contacted myself
and Grant to see if we wanted to go into
partnership with him in the local Surf School. I
love sharing the passion I have and knowledge
of the industry to all our customers. To have a
successful business operating for 40 years that
in itself is satisfying.
Tell us about a typical day in the life of
running the surf school.
Typical day starts around 5.30am where
we get up and drop the trailers to the beach,
check surf conditions for the day, and do the
daily surf report. After this, we head home to
grab all the equipment for the day (boards,
wetsuits, camera, rash vests etc), grab a quick
breakfast and head to one of the amazing
beaches in the area to
run our intermediate and
advanced before school
This year we are
sessions. This finishes
taking our
around 8-8.30 and then
Groms and big
we drop the grommets to
Groms to Melbourne
school.
to Urban Surf for a
After this every week
weekend. We offer a
day is slightly different;
both are passionate
lifeguard service for
anything from conducting
about surfing and Port
schools which they
school sports, group
Macquarie Surf School
use for school sports
lessons, private lessons
which has shown a
and school camps.
and all ability surf lessons
fresher approach to the
normally until 2.30. After
business taking it to be
school surfing runs until
recognised as one of the leading surf schools
5.30 where we get them into the water for
in NSW and I know the business will flourish
some fun and safe after school activities where
and prosper for another 40 years under their
they learn about the ocean and have a blast at
expertise.
the same time. During all our lessons the key
Wayne, you and your wife Amy now run
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Both boys have worked with high
performance programmes with Surfing NSW
and Surfing Australia and have had access to
their coaches and ideas. They have also been
coaches for Surfing NSW, Surfing Australia
and also coaches for the Australian team in
the world titles around the world.
While Grant has fulfilled his dream to
become a paramedic it is great to know
Wayne and Amy have taken control of the
business. They have some “younger” ideas,
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to our success is fun and safety, two things
that are never compromised. We teach all our
surfers ocean awareness and ocean safety,
which is an important skill to have. Weekend
sessions are made up mainly of All Ability surf
lessons, group and private lessons and our
elite grom squad sessions and birthday parties.
The school boasts a very talented team
of coaches. Tell us a little about the other
members and how
their contribution adds
Teaching is not
to the success of the
business.
really a
The team at Port
contrast in careers
Macquarie Surf School
went to the Surfing
– it essentially is the
is hugely important to
Australia HPC for two
same, it’s just a
our success. To be honest
weekend workshops
different classroom
we would say we are
to develop his skills
and learning
very picky with who we
and work alongside
environment that I
employ. We are a team
Australia’s best
work in.
at Port Macquarie Surf
coaches.
School and therefore we
Last year we invited
select our coaches for
Martin Dunn, highly
a variety of reasons. Some of our coaches
regarded as the best technical surf coach in
are awesome surfers and they will work on
the world, to come to Port Macquarie and
the technical side of the coaching, other
coach our groms with Huddo for the weekend
coaches are great surfers but also have great
– giving the chance to surf and be coached by
skills with ocean awareness and surf safety,
different talented coaches.
some coaches are awesome with kids, others
This year we are taking our Groms and
are fabulous with adults. All these skills
big Groms to Melbourne to Urban Surf for
and attributes of our coaches complement
a weekend. We offer a lifeguard service for
each other and when coaching together we
schools which they use for school sports and
have the perfect team. Having coaches with
school camps. Huddo is accredited to run
different skillsets allows us to match our
OSSA courses, which is a vital component in
customers with the perfect coach for their
many school surfing activities
needs.
We also run the Surfers Rescue 24/7 Course.
You have excelled in expansion of not
This is a nationally recognised course that is
only the business but professional
designed to upskill surfers so that they can
development qualifications. Tell us about
save lives when they are in the water surfing if
this.
they need to.
Port Macquarie Surf School offers more
You guys are involved quite a bit around
than just surf lessons for beginners. Our
town. How does your business contribute
intermediate to elite programs have really
to the local community?
taken off over the past 5 years and have been
We contribute to the local community in
a perfect path for expansion of our business.
many ways but the most significant way we
Wayne was selected by Surfing NSW to
believe is with our surf lessons by educating
our surfers about the ocean – we are making
attend the Surfing Australia HPC coaching
our community a safer place.
scholarship. One coach per year is selected for
Port Macquarie Surf School also worked
this prestigious position. A few years ago he

closely to bring and continue to bring Surfing
the Spectrum to Port Macquarie. Aimee
Blacker (one of our past coaches) organises
this amazing program, and we have worked
closely with her with this, that allows children
on the spectrum to have a new outlook and
new environment to grow and develop in.
These days are inspirational to see these
children develop and grow, however small or
large in a new environment.
In your quieter seasons, another hat you
wear is the teacher’s hat. Mr Huddo, what
is it that you enjoy about this contrast?
Teaching is not really a contrast in careers
– it essentially is the same, it’s just a different
classroom and learning environment that I
work in. Not many people know but really I’m
a nerd! I love reading, playing chess, learning
– I have two degrees (environmental science
with honours and a Dip Ed in teaching) and
I was dux of my school. I love passing on
knowledge, whether it be in the surfing
classroom or the more academic one. I think
both work well together, the skills I have in
communicating and gaining people’s trust in
the surf help in the classroom and learning
about the pedagogy of teaching helps in
the surf school. This may sound weird, but
probably the best thing I love about being a
teacher, except from getting the students to
learn without even knowing that they are, is
dressing up! Wearing my other suit and tie is
not normal for me so I feel special.
Thanks Pete and Wayne.
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